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Introduction

Deep Learning (DL) has become an increasingly attractive tool with the advent of GPUs and distributed computing. Models that have taken years to train can now be trained in several hours or less. Progress in training techniques has led to the introduction of larger and more complicated models, which only increase the resources and tools necessary to train. Most DL solutions aim to provide a modular and user-friendly interface, typically in Python, often at the cost of performance. MagmaDNN is a C++ framework powered by the MAGMA [1] linear algebra package aimed at providing a modular interface for accelerated and distributed DL. At the heart of DL is an optimization problem, namely,

\[ w^* = \arg \min_w \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D} [\mathcal{L}(f^*(x), f(x; w))] \]

where \( D \) is the data set, \( w \) are the network weights, \( f \) is the neural network, and \( f^* \) is the ground truth. This optimization problem is highly non-convex and poses immense training difficulties. Thus large amounts of data, GPUs, and distribution strategies are necessary to train interesting models.

Design

MagmaDNN is designed completely in C++ for better performance and easier access to frameworks such as MAGMA, CuDNN, and MPI. To remove the memory management burden of C++, MagmaDNN uses its own dynamic MemoryManager and atomic reference counting. At the heart of MagmaDNN’s design is the Tensor core. Tensors in MagmaDNN are multi-dimensional arrays capable of being stored on CPU and GPU memory. Around the Tensor core is a library of math functions and operations used in MagmaDNN’s compute graph system.

Performance

MagmaDNN employs data parallelism as its approach to distributed DL. Models are copied across GPUs and the gradients are averaged across networks at mini-batch intervals. A second approach is model parallelism, where different parameters of the model are distributed across nodes. Typically, a hybrid approach provides optimal scaling. However, hybrid approaches are not generalizable as they are model dependent.

Remarks and Future Work

MagmaDNN has the best performance and scales well on dense networks when compared to other frameworks. MagmaDNN has 2 main development goals: provide a high-performance framework for distributed DL and maintaining a usable interface. By MagmaDNN v2.0 we aim to push forward in each of these categories with two major tasks. MagmaDNN should have a competitive ResNet50 training on large scale systems, such as Summit. By v2.0 it will also fully utilize a modern C++ interface and C++2 STL features.
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